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The variety of Sindhi described here is roughly representative of the Vicholi dialect,

which is considered to be the ^Standard variety'. This variety has special prestige attached

to it because the most celebrated poet of Sindhi, Abdul Latif, wrote the classic 'Shah jo
Rasalo' in this dialect. The description, based on the author's own speech, has been kept
fairly close to tlie colloquial style. The transcription is based on a recording of a male first

generation speaker of Standard Sindhi who grew up in Sindh, Pakistan, before moving to

India in 1947. For a detailed discussion of Sindhi segments see Khubchandani (1961).

Consonants
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6 Beiru

m mst^

'rift'

'mistake'

'child'

'pitcher'

'buffalo'

fsrasi 'bed cover'

ugiru 'hair'

th

dfi

d"

n

nfi

s

z

r

t^ali

d^ars

daru

nalo

ssnfii

sufu

zab

rolu

limo

t^ulfii

'plate'

'separate'

'crevice'

'name'

'thin'

'apple'

'wife'

'wanderer'

'lemon'

'fat' (adj, fern)

'be cool'

'cover' (n)

IX mai^i 'diamond'

v^ maix% 'person'

ge

r P^'oro

r^ por^o

'thing'

'sore' (n)

'old man'

c
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The vowels /e/ and hi tend to be diphthongized, as [es] and [su]. These vowels have a
limited distribution, not occurring before aspirated stops, implosives, nasals or /y/.

Vowels are audibly nasalized preceding a nasal consonant, but, as in many other modem
Indo-Aryan languages, there are a few words in Sindhi with distinctive nasalized vowels.
Compare hsil 'eighty', hsil 'we'; /ad^i/ 'half-rupee', /adfii/ 'storm'; /dshi/ 'yoghurt',

/d5hi/ 'tenth'. For this reason, vowel nasalization must be regarded as phonemic, and it

has been marked in the transcription of the passage below in positions where it is not
predictable from a preceding nasal.

Stress

Word-level stress is nondistinctive, and is fixed on the first syllable of the morpheme.
Contrastive stress may be used to give special emphasis to a word or to point to a contrast

of ideas.

Conventions

The consonants in the post-alveolar column of the chart are pronounced as apical post-

alveolars (Nihallani 1974b). They have been transcribed, following tradition, with symbols
for retroflex sounds. The consonants in the palatal column are laminal post-alveolars.

/c, c*», J, fl have an affricated release of relatively short duration. The alveolar nasal /n/

occurs mostly before dental or alveolar consonants and is pronounced homorganic with

the following consonant, [u] is in free variation with [w] as the realization of /u/.

Breathy-voiced consonants, transcribed with [«], are produced with the vocal folds

incompletely closed at the centre and with the arytenoid cartilages apart (Nihalani 1974a).

Of the rhotics /r, r, 1^1, hi is realized most often as a tap but may be a trill with two or

more contacts, /r, r^/ are typically flaps.

Vowels in open syllables tend to be longer than those in closed syllables, /a, i, u/ are

shorter than other vowels. Stops in intervocalic position preceded by these vowels tend to

be longer than those preceded by other vowels, e.g.:

[mudio]
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k^e c^fiakiip ji kogig koji. axir me utere je hsua kogi? c^cfe cfini. po sijs ji

uso zoro sa nikti e musafirg pahipjo kotu joldi lahe psre p^iti kojo. mhis
ksre utors je hsua mspjo to siju hi Binfii me uodfiiko takotuaro ahe.

Orthographic version

.^--^ (^^" bS^. ^)i aoJL^ 3^ ^^1^^ ^U3>
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